END OF RANGE
High discounts - Exceptional prices!

BOOK CHAIRS
A wonderful innovative reading aid, ideal for home and office use. Holds most sizes of books and magazines. Adjustable for three reading angles. Makes reading an easy task.
Available in two sizes small and medium. Also available in three colours blue, green and red with either Praying Hands, Icthus or Fish symbol.

Retail price: Medium £9.99 Small £7.99

Medium -55% Discount = £3.75 Cost
Small - 50% Discount = £3.33 Cost

PRECIOUS MOMENTS
CROSS
Size 11.5 x 5.5 cm
Code CO-1355 Boy
Retail WAS £6.99
- 45% Discount = £3.21 Cost + vat

CRYSTAL
CROSSES

SERENITY PRAYER CROSS
This cross is gift packaged in a pale blue box with cream stars and a cream satin bow.
Size 20 x 16 cm  Code AP31616
Retail WAS £9.99
- 45% Discount = £4.78 Cost + vat

I LOVE JESUS
Code CU1-LA-32
Size 5 x 6 cm Retail £2.99
- 70% Discount = £0.75 Cost + vat

SUPER SPECIAL OFFER!!
TIES Retail price £9.99
Buy mixed pre pack of 6 @ 56% Discount = £21.98 cost + vat = £3.66 cost per tie
NOVELTIES

COLOURFUL FLEXIBLE CELLPHONE STRAPS
Retail £1.99 - 65% Discount = £0.29 Cost = £2.99 Cost Sold in 6 of each design

COLOURFUL FLEXIBLE PLASTIC MAGNETS
Retail £0.99 - 50% Discount = £0.21 Cost Sold in 6 of each design

COLOURFUL FLEXIBLE PLASTIC KEYRINGS (Sold in 6’s of each design)
Retail £1.50 - 65% Discount = £0.29 Cost = £2.99 Cost

PENS

PROJECTING SYMBOL PENS With Scripture
Display of 24 pens
(12 praying hands symbol and 12 cross symbol)
Code: LUS02024
Retail £2.99 each - 60% Discount
= £23.92 Cost per pack of 24

ADORATION 4 IN 1 FUNCTION PEN
Ball point pen/Bright White LED Flashlight/Red Dot Laser Pointer/PDA stylus for Touch Screens. Supplied with black and blue refills, Orange highlighter, LR41 batteries (6)
Text: Heb 4:12 Code LUS42600 Sold in 3’s.
Retail £9.99 each - 60% Discount = £3.33 cost

Gents Ballpoint Pen
Code PEN03
Retail £8.99 - 70% Discount
= £2.25 cost

Fountain and Ballpoint Pen set
Code PEN01
Retail £19.99 - 75% Discount = £4.16 cost

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
PHOTO FRAMES

LOVE PLAQUE / PHOTO FRAME
(FREE STANDING OR HANGING)
Attractively designed wood effect plaque that can also be used as a photoframe. Wording reads: “Love is patient, Love is kind... LOVE never fails.” Size 7.5" x 5.5"

Code X09005
WAS £14.99 Retail Reduced to £9.99 Retail
- 55% Discount = £3.75 cost + vat NOW SRP is £6.99

MULTI APERTURE RESIN PHOTO FRAMES
These fabulous floral frames are hand decorated with flowers, piped trellis work and scalloping around the apertures, each frame also supports a beautiful butterfly.
Size 20 cm x 16 cm
Retail £5.75 - 70% Discount = £1.44 cost + vat

ON YOUR WEDDING DAY
Verse Prov 3: 5-6
Code HFC10C Peach

SPECIAL FRIEND
Verse: Philippians 1:3
Code HFC10B Green

FOOTPRINTS
Code HFC10A Taupe

POLYSTONE ORNAMENT

MAHOGANY POCKET TOKENS
Carved laser cut tokens 1.25" Sold in multiples of 6 of each design
£1.75 each Retail - 40% DISCOUNT = £0.88 cost + vat

SPARKLE POCKET TOKENS
Solid metal coins with sparkling enamel 1.25". Designs on both front and back
Sold in multiples of 6 £2.99 each Retail - 40% DISCOUNT = £1.49 cost + vat

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
JEWELLERY

Double Chain Necklace embossed with Dove Gold gilt
Code MM1614G-DV
Price £3.25
-60% Discount = £1.08 Cost

CHRIST CENTERED NECKLACES
Silver plated, hand enamelled, with 18” ball chains.
Code:
MM1839-OR-YW Orange/Yellow
MM1839 PK-BK Pink/Black
MM1839 LB/LT Light blue/Teal
MM1839 PK/BU Pink/burgundy
MM1839 PB/DB Pale blue/Dark blue
MM1839 WH-YW White/Yellow
MM1839 RD-BK Red/Black
MM1839 WH-BK White/Black
MM1839 LB/TEAL Light blue/Teal
Retail price £6.9
-60% Discount = £2.33 Cost

MOTHER OF PEARL AND PAUA SHELL NECKLACES
Retail £4.99 less 50% Discount = £2.08 Cost

FIRST HOLY COMMUNION NECKLACE
MM1841WH/BK
Retail £7.50
-45% Discount = Cost £3.44 + vat

SILVER PLATED CROSS NECKLACES ON BLACK CORD
Code MM2164-3
Retail £12.99
-50% Discount = Cost £5.41

GOLD GILT & PEARL NECKLACES
DOVE ONLY Code: MM1744DV
Sold in 2 of each design
Retail £4.99
-60% Discount = Cost £1.66

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
**BRACELETS**

**MUSTARD SEED CHAIN BRACELET**
Code MM2075-4
Retail £15.99
-60% Discount = £6.39 Cost + vat

**ANGEL BRACELETS**
Silver plated, sparkle epoxy filled angels with Austrian crystal stones.
Colours available:
- Yellow MM2141YW
- Blue MM2141BL
Retail £14.99
-60% Discount = £5.19 Cost

**CLOISONNE STRETCH BRACELETS**
Silver plated crosses and bead accents
- White MM2383WH
- Blue MM2383BL
Retail £12.50
-45% Discount = £5.73 Cost

**SILVER PLATED ADJUSTABLE ANGEL BRACELET**
Code MM2006AN Retail £7.99
-50% Discount = £3.33 Cost

**GUARDIAN ANGEL BANGLES**
Gold Gilt
Retail £4.99 Sold in 2’s
-50% Discount = £2.08 Cost

**FAITHFUL REFLECTIONS BRACELET**
Bracelet MM2122BL
£5.99 Retail

**MURANO GLASS BRACELETS**
Retail price £7.99 each
-40% Discount = £3.99 Cost

**CATS EYE EXPANDING BRACELETS**
Individual designs only
- MM2070 RO Pink;
- MM2070MU Multi;
- MM2070BL Blue
Retail Price £7.99
-50% Discount = £3.33 Cost

**GOLD GILT & PEARL BRACELETS**
- Heart MM1745HT
- Cross MM1745CR
- Dove MM1745DV
Retail £3.75 each
Sold in 2 of each design
-60% Discount = £1.25 Cost
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